of the Act—refers to a right of miners' representatives to monitor
training classes.  This legislative silence dictates cautious review of
any argument that the Commission "recognize" such a statutory right.
We do not quarrel with the general proposition that statutory
rights and duties may be judicially inferred.  In our opinion, however,
due respect for the limits of judicial power requires that any such
inference be founded on a persuasive textual or legislative indication
of the intended presence of the claimed right or duty.  Legislative
history, for example, may unquestionably show that statutory language
embraces matters not expressly stated.  Indeed, we found this to be the
case with regard to the right to refuse work under the Mine Act.
Secretary ex rel. Pasula v. Consolidation Coal Co., 2 FMSHRC 2786, 2789-
93 (October 1980), rev'd on other grounds sub, nom. Consolidation
Coal Go. v. Marshall, 663 F.2d 1211 (3d Cir. 1981).  Different pro-
visions of a statute, when viewed together, may clearly yield a result
that neither suggests alone.
Examples could be multiplied, but we conclude that there must be a
persuasive nexus between that which is stated in a statute and that
which is inferred from it.  Ambitious inference all too easily becomes
amendment.  In view of some of the suggestions made in this case, it
bears restating that the Commission is an independent adjudicatory
agency that exists to provide administrative trial and appellate review.
The Commission is in no way part of MSHA or the Department of Labor.
Our statutory mandate does not include amendment of the Act or promul-
gation of, legislative regulations implementing it.
The right we are asked to detect is sophisticated: Non-employee
miners' representatives would be empowered to enter mine property and
attend the operator's training classes; there, they would monitor the
operator's teaching methods and its compliance with all applicable
training requirements. We do not discern a persuasive nexus between the
Mine Act and this asserted private avenue to enforce its training pro-
visions. $J
The Act's reference in section 2(e)(30 U.S.C. § 801(e)) to "miner
assistance" to operators in the prevention of unsafe and unhealthful
conditions is a preambulary statement of general "findings and purpose."
As such, it does not definitively indicate whether this specific form of
asserted "assistance" is implied by the Act. We cannot treat this
general statement in the Act's preamble as a congressional carte
blanche to engraft onto the Mine Act whatever judicial afterthought we
might deem useful or expedient.  As the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit declared In a similar context;
3/  Our decision in this case is not based on any distinction between
the rights of employee and non-employee miners' representatives.  Rather,
we distinguish only between those who would regularly and properly be
scheduled to attend an operator's training session and those who would
not be present without an implied monitoring right or invitation.  Ob-
viously, nothing in our holding would bar permissive or contractual
attendance by any miners' representative at training classes on mine
property.
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